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PERSONAL 
PROFILE 

 7 years experienced mechanical and design engineer with a comprehensive 

understanding of design processes and manufacturing methods. Possessing a 

good team spirit, deadline orientated and having the ability of generating 

detailed technical specifications from client requirements. 

 MSc graduated with distinction in Mechanical Engineering (Modelling) from 

Aston University, UK. 

 Professionally experienced in 2D and 3D CAD/CAM design by using a full range 

of required software from sketching and modelling to rendering and illustrating 

stage. 

 Keen to find a challenging & creative engineering position with an ambitious 

company that offers opportunities for career development and advancement. 

WORK 
EXPERIENCE 

DESIGN & ENGINEERING DIRECTOR 
Lola Khodro Co., Tehran, Iran. (01/2009-03/2012) & (11/2013-Present) 
One of the major part suppliers of Iran Khodro Co., the biggest car producer in middle east. 

 Mould and Die Designing, modelling and preparing manufacturing drawings. 
Improved the skill of CAD software, technical knowledge and experience. 

 Panel Gauge and Fixture Designing. Participated in designing and 
manufacturing several panel gauges and fixtures, mostly for door hinges and 
other parts of automotive. 

 R&D researcher. Designing and analysing new products. Developed creative 
skills of designing new products based on FEA and practical simulations. 

CAD DESIGNER 

East Star Co. (ESCO), Tehran, Iran. (01/2005-12/2008) 
Engineering and producing group of ESCO provides a wide-ranging industrial services to all types of 

product manufacturers, mostly those in automobile and electrical industry. 

 Mould, die and fixture designing. Working as a designer of different types of 
mould and die containing injection, cutting, forming and progressive dies. 
Design controlling and producing fixture and panel gauge. 

 Modelling and preparing CAM files for CNC machines including milling and 
wire cut machines. Responsible for creating, managing and converting 3D files 
of different parts of an assembly set to proceed to machining stage. 

 Drafting and preparing engineering drawings, producing process plans, 
BOMs, using geometric dimensions and tolerance (GD&T) under ISO standard.  

 Assistant engineer in quality control unit. Working with measuring 
instrumentations including CMM machine, digital and manual calliper, 
micrometre, fillers, … 

EDUCATION MSC. (DISTINCTION) MECHANICAL ENGINEERING (MODELLING) 

Aston University, Birmingham, UK. (2012-2013) 

 Developed technical skills of computational modelling, CFD and FEA analysing, 
along with IT communication, research skills and team working in limited time. 

 Finished taught modules with distinction including modules of Advanced CAD, 
Sustainable Design, Computational Fluid Dynamics and Applications (CFD), … 
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 Thesis Title: Design and development an innovative smart wheelchair with fuzzy 
logic based braking control system and ergonomic design (Dynamic and Static 
simulation and study). 

BSC. (HONS) MECHANICAL ENGINEERING (SOLID DESIGN) 
Azad University, Abhar, Iran. (2003-2008) 

 Grade A Modules: Computer Aided Machine designing, Automatic control, 
Computer programming, Engineering Design methods. 

 Thesis title: Fuzzy obstacle avoidance and navigation control for omnidirectional 
mobile robots. 

 Extra activities: Member of University’s indoor football and table tennis team 

OTHER 
QUALIFICATIONS 

Panel Gauge & Fixture Designing 

SAPCO / educational department, Tehran, Iran. (2006) 

Geometric Dimensions & Tolerance (GD&T) 

SAPCO / educational department, Tehran, Iran. (2006) 

ADDITIONAL 
SKILLS 

Engineering software: 

Proficient in         SolidWorks, Mechanical Desktop and AutoCAD. 

Experienced in    Inventor, Ansys, Catia, Matlab and Simapro. 

Digital graphics:    proficient in using a wide range of tools and software for product 

rendering and graphic design including SW PhotoView 360, Photoshop, Photo 

Impact, Corel Draw and Microsoft Publisher. 

IT:     Confident with all Office software including Word, Excel, Power Point, Access, 

MS-Project, Visio, email and internet. 

Language: 

English (Fluent) - Persian/Farsi (Native Language) - Arabic (Elementary) 

FREELANCE 
WORK 
ACTIVITIES 

 Industrial designing, engineering drawing and CAD modelling through personal 

or online orders.  

 Private software teaching; SolidWorks, AutoCAD and MS Office package. 

HIGHLIGHTS  Published and reviewed projects by a wide range of websites including 

(www.ecochunk.com) (www.concept-phones.com) 

 Featured and published works at Coroflot (http://www.coroflot.com/saeid-kh) 

 High ranked engineer at GrabCad (www.grabcad.com/saeid.khajevand) 

HOBBIES & 
INTERESTS 

• Participating in online design competitions    • Reading books, specialized 

magazines and online contents about automobile industry and technology 

• Improving my current software skills and trying new software for designing and 

rendering     • Exercising, cycling, hiking, and playing football. 

REFERENCES References are available upon request. 
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